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Abstract 

The feasibility of using acoustic measurements to determine the properties of a shallow water internal wave field is 
investigated through numerical simulations. The random intemal wave field is modeled by a generalized Garrett-Munk 
spectrum. The goal of the inversion is to recover the characteristic mode number, energy level and power-laws 
associated with the model. A hierarchy of inversion strategies is considered. Results from numerical simulations are 
presented together with a discussion of the remaining theoretical challenges. 

1.  Introduction 
Based on a large number of experimental observations, Garrett and Munk developed a un~versal spectral model for 

deep water internal waves [I]. The Garrett-Munk (GM) model features appropriate power-law behavior for both the 
temporal and vert~cal wavenumber spectra and a scaling of the wave amplitude w ~ t h  depth. Prompted by the Increased 
operational interest in the littoral zone, the quest has begun for an analogous shallow water internal wave model. Shallow 
water internal wave behavior is compl~cated by the presence of discrete internal sohtary waves that can be generated at 
sills or the continental shelf break. In addition to these event-like waves, it is hypothes~zed that there is an underlying 
background internal wave field that remalns to be characterized. It IS the development of acoustical techniques for 
parameterizing this background Internal wave field that is the subject of the present study 

An acoustic wave propagating through an internal wave field will acquire random tluctuat~ons in both ~ t s  magn~tude 
and phase. The stat~stlcal propertles of these fluctuations can be calculated ualng wave propagation In random med~a 
theory. The theory has reached a level of maturlty and there is good agreement between calculations and expenmental 
observations. The Mid-Atlant~c Transmission Experiment (MATE) is an example ot a deep water experiment where 
acoustic and oceanographc measurements are In accord [2,3]. Success in solving the forward problem suggests that 
acoustics might be used In an inverse sense: from measurements of the statlst~cal properties of the acoustlc field, IS ~t 
possible to infer the statlstlcal propertles of shallow water Internal waves? Acoustics offers the flex~bll~ty to probe the 
medium over a range of spat~alltemporal scales not eas~ly accessible by other towed, dropped or moored ~nstrumentation. 
It also offers spatially Integrated results difficult to achieve with trad~tlonal ocean sensors. 

It is our working hypothesis that background shallow water internal waves satisfy a GM-l~ke spectrum, but with 
energy levels, power-laws, and modal structures that may differ markedly from those observed in deep water. We take it 
as the goal of an acoustic inverse to estimate the numerical values for these parameters. 

In the present work, we use numerical simulations to study the feasibility of recovering shallow water internal wave 
properties from acoustical measurements. We begin by simulating numerical realizations of a time-evolving, three- 
dimensional internal wave field. Internal wave parameters are defined for the simulation based on observations near the 
site of the 1996 Coastal Mixing and Optics (CM&O) Experiment. Acoustic propagation through the internal wave field is 
then simulated using the parabolic equation method. The results are time series of the acoustic log amplitude and phase at 
discrete receivers. The synthesized data are then compared to theoretical predictions. Using a modified least-squares 
procedure, the free parameters in the theory are adjusted to fit the experimental observations. The predicted values for the 
internal wave parameters are then compared to what was originally input into the oceanographic simulations. 
Implications for future shallow water experiments are discussed. 
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2. Shallow Water Internal Wave Model 
The spatial and temporal properties in the internal wave field are not independent; they are related via a dispersion 

relationship. Flatt6 et al. [4] give alternative forms for the deep water Garrett-Munk spectrum in terms of different 
combinations of the spatial and temporal transform variables. As a shallow water model, we assume a similar 
representation but with additional free parameters. It will further prove useful to use a mixed representation for the 
spectrum @ of the index of refraction as a function of both the wavenumber k = (k,, ky,k,) and the time separation z: 

where tc2 = k: + k; . The inertial frequency w i  is known from the latitude of the experiment. In general, the buoyancy 
frequency N  is a function of depth. Within a WKB approximation, the break wavenumber is given by 
kg = j*(n/ b)(N/  N o ) ,  where j* is the internal wave modal bandwidth, No is the reference buoyancy frequency, and b is 
the reference depth . The cosine in (1) ensures that the internal waves have no preferential direction. Finally, the value 
for wo is set by the dispersion relationship 

It remains to fix the spectral level 4 # .  In general, the index of refraction variance for internal waves is a function of 

depth. In deep water, the variance scales with N 3 .  For simplicity, we assume that this also applies in shallow water. 
Accordingly, the reference variance < y i > is defined by 

Substituting (2) into (4), the integrals can be evaluated exactly. Solving for the spectral level yields 

and r is the gamma function 
Assuming the buoyancy frequency is known from direct measurement, there are up to four free parameters in the 

model: the variance <pi 1, the mode bandwidth, j*, and the power law exponents p and q . Values for the exponents, 
within the standard Garrett-Munk model, are p=q=2. In the deep water MATE experiment, however, a value of 2q=3.7 
was observed. A typical deep water value is j* = 3 ,  although there is reason to belleve a smaller value is more 
appropriate In shallow water; see Henyey et al. for a discussion and a review of the literature [5].  In solving the Inverse 
problem, the goal is to determine some combination of the free parameters of the internal wave model from the acoustic 
measurements. 

3. Rytov Theory and Implications for the Inverse Problem 
The Rytov approximation yields useful expressions for the statistics of a wave propagating through a weakly 

fluctuating random medium. The general theory is well established. When there is no background sound speed profile, 
two point statistics for both the log amplitude and phase of the acoustic field can be calculated. Munk and Zachariasen 
[6] extended the theory to include a profile, but considered only the variance of the field and not the vertical 
autocorrelation. 



For this initial analysis, we neglect ray curvature and assume a constant background sound speed. We justify this 
choice based on an analysis of the August 1996 Synthetic Aperture Sonar (SAS) Experiment. The experiment. conducted 
near the CM&O site, was 100 km south of Woods Hole, MA in waters 72 m deep. Assuming a source 60 m deep, a pre- 
experiment ray trace showed an isolated path traveling nearly horizontally out to ranges greater than 600 m [ 5 ] .  This 
approximation further allows the buoyancy frequency along the propagation path to be approx~mated by the constant 
reference value NO . 

To formulate the problem, consider a point source generating an acoustic field that is measured at range x=L at 
discrete depths as a function of time. Within the Rytov approximation, the autocorrelation of the log amplitude, x , and 
phase, $ , of the field is 

L -  - 
~ I + ( ~ , z ~ ) =  2zk21dr dky 1 dk, c P ( 0 , k y , k 7 ; ~ ) g X l ~ ( k y , k , ) e i k : 7 ~ x 1 L  , 

0 -.. -.. 
where 7  and zd are the separations in time and depth, respectively, of the two observation polnts 171. The integrations 
are over range and the spectral components transverse to the direction of propagation. The Fresnel filter functions 
gx/$(ky,k,) are 

with + corresponding to 9 and - to X . 
The Fresnel filters for the phase and log amplitude emphasize different portlons ot the internal wave spectrum. 

Because gb is at a maximum at k, = k, = 0 ,  the acoustic phase is sensitive to the large scale (low spatial frequency) 
fluctuations in the medium. The filter gX is zero at ky = k, = 0 and the log amplitude is most sensitive to fluctuations in 
the medium at the Fresnel scale or smaller. This has implications for solving the stochastic inverse problem; certain 
features of the medium may be more easily extracted from measurements of the acoustic log amplitude, for example, 
rather than from the phase. 

In principle, the inverse problem is solved by substituting the spectral representation for internal waves (I)  into (7). 
The free parameters in the internal wave model are then found by matching the calculated acoustic quantities with the 
experimental observations. 

In practice, the way in which Rytov theory would be applied to solve the inverse problem is highly dependent on the 
specific experimental geometry. At one extreme, consider a rigid vertical receiving array. If the positions of the 
receiving elements were known precisely, it would be possible to use both the acoustic log amplitude and the phase in the 
inversion. If the array were fully populated, it would be possible to estimate the vertical wave number spectra for both the 
log amplitude and the phase from the measurements. The corresponding theoretical expressions for these quantities can 
be derived by taking the Fourier transform of (7) with respect to depth. At the other extreme, consider a moored array. 
Here, the positions of the receiving elements may not be known with great accuracy; it likely would prove difficult to 
separate sensor motion from acoustic phase fluctuations. Consequently, it may not be reliable to use the acoustic phase in 
the inverse. The log amplitude, however, is relatively insensitive to sensor motion. An inversion algorithm that used 
only the acoustic log amplitude fluctuations would be relatively simple to implement in the ocean. 

Our emphasis is on a geometry loosely based on the configuration of the SAS experiment. The measurements were 
made on a rigid platform. The vertical aperture, however, was limited. We consider an inverse that uses time series of the 
log amplitude phase measured at a limited number of discrete positions in the vertical. From this configuration, the 
temporal spectra as a function of vertical receiver separation can be observed. The corresponding theoretical expressions 
can be derived. Define the two-sided temporal acoustic spectra by 

It follows from (7) 
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where we have suppressed the subscripts. The delta functions in (10) can be used to evaluate the ky integral. Since S is 

an even function of o, it suffices to evaluate the integral for positive values; negative frequencies are recovered by 
symmetry. Use the property [8]: 

where k:;f) are the values of ky that are zeros of oo. From (3), there are zeros at + k y o  where 

Note that kyo is real only when a,  < < N . Outside of this interval, the delta functions are not captured by the 
integration and the acoustic spectra are exactly zero. Inside this interval, 

where the derivative of oo gives 

Finally, combining (2). (13) and (14), and exploiting the even nature of the integrand 

where we have approximated N 2  - o2 by N 2  except in the Fresnel filter. 
Before presenting spec~fic results, ~t is Instructive to examlne the qual~tat~ve behav~or of (15) In the context of solvlng 

the Inverse problem Parttcular parameters of the rnternal wave model are most easlly recovered trom particular 
acoustical measurements. 

The lntegrand In (15) 1s only weakly dependent on ~JI through the Fresnel fllter, to a good approxlmat~on, both 
SXand S$ go l ~ k e  o-2q+1 As a result, by observ~ng the asymptotic behavlor of the measured acoustlc spectra ~t should 
be possible to infer the internal wave parameter q. Recovering the other internal wave parameters IS not as stralght 
forward. 

For the log amplitude spectra Sy the dominant contribution to the inner integral In (15) comes from k; >z k:. To a 
good approximation, kf + k i  =G within the integrand. Consequently, SX is dependent on the characteristic internal 
wave mode number j* only through the spectral strength $R . As a result, 

For the standard values p = q = 2, the result is proportional to j*. The primary point is that the strength of the acoustic 
log amplitude spectrum depends on a complicated combination of I$IR and j*. Even if q was inferred from the 
asymptotic behavior andp  set to the traditional value, the inversion is likely to be underdetermined; it may not be possible 
to separate the contributions from I$Ig and j* from measurements of the log amplitude spectrum alone. 



A similar analysis is possible for the phase spectrum S+. The primary contribution comes from small k,. TO 

examine the approximate behavior, replace the Fresnel filter by the constant two; this is effectively a geometric acoustics 
approximation. The integrand is singular as k,  approaches zero. Physically, this is because the phase is sensitive to the 
large scale fluctuations in the medium. The largest allowable vertical fluctuations is set by the water depth D, so the 
lower limit of integration is truncated at a I D.  The integrals can then be evaluated analytically. For the standard values 
p = q = 2, the result is 

Again, the individual contributions from and j* cannot be separated. If both the log amplitude and the phase are 
measured, however, there is the prospect of making the separation by combining (16) and (17). Note, however, that for 
values near unity as expected to prevail in shallow water, (17) is relatively insensitive to the precise numerical value of 
j* . 

4. Numerical Results 
The viability of an inversion for the parameters of a shallow internal wave model is tested using numerical simulation. 

The simulation involves a two-step procedure. Internal wave fluctuations are generated within a three-dimensional 
numerical box. These fluctuations are converted to sound speed changes and the box is subdivided into eight depth-range 
slices. A PE-propagator is then used to obtain the acoustic field transmitted through each slice. The analog for the 
geometry of this numerical experiment derives from the SAS transmission experiment that took place during CM&O [see 
[ 5 ]  and http://cofdl.whoi.edu/cmohome.html 1. The result of the simulation are time series of acoustic amplitude and 
phase at several vertical receivers. Both the forward and inverse problem are considered below. A nonlinear least squares 
optimizer is used to invert the model discussed in Section 2 for the parameter values. 

4.1 Internal Wave Simulations 
The internal wave simulation is not discussed in detail here. We refer the reader to Winters and D'Asaro [9]. A form of 

the GM-spectral model is used to set the strength and modal bandwidth j* of the internal wave field. The principle 
difference between the model d~scussed In Sect~on 2 and the GM-model used In simulat~ng the Internal wave fluctuat~ons 
is that a modal decompos~t~on is used rather than taklng a WKB-approx~mat~on An Internal wave d~splacement fields IS 
generated In the computat~onal volume (Lx,Ly,Lz). T h ~ s  defines the horizontal and vert~cal scales produced In the 
s~mulat~on. Once a spatla1 reahzation is obtained, the Internal wave d~sperslon relat~onshlp IS used to evolve the field In 
tlme. 

For the s~mulat~ons, a water depth of 128 m IS used We spec~fy a conytant buoyancy trequency, N = 4 cph, and a 
constant sound speed of c0=1480 m/s These numbers were observed near 60 m depth over a direct, near bottom path at 
the CM&O slte The length and w~dth of the computat~onal box 1s 32 km by 8 km T h ~ s  domam IS a reasonable trade-oft 
between a desire to sample h ~ g h  wave numbers as well as resolve much of the low-wave number, energy contalnlng 
Internal waves. A total of 128 vert~cal modes were used Internal wave d~splacement was converted to sound speed uslng 
the formula 

with G=0.7 [4] for the CM&O site. This results in a < > of 3 .  lo4 . The modal bandwidth is jr = I (a value 
commonly associated with the shallow water case). We use here a time series of 128 hours sampled every 225 seconds. 

A narrow-angle PE-propagator is used to obtain the acoustic energy at a vertical aperture of receivers. The 
transmission range is 1 km with the transmitter depth and receiver aperture centered at 64 m depth. The point source is a 
2- Gaussian with a frequency of 6 kHz. Eight separate realizations are obtained for each time step by sub-sampling the 3- 
D internal wave computational box into nearly independent one-km rangeldepth slices. The internal wave output is 
spectrally interpolated in depth and range to assure accuracy in the PE. Energy at the surface and bottom is absorbed. 
Because the acoustic fluctuations are the quantities of interest, each received field is normalized by the "deterministic" 
field resulting from the range independent, constant sound speed case. We take the phase and log-amplitude data from the 
center 20 m receiving aperture over the 128 hour internal wave simulation. Both forward and inverse modeling, require 
the statistics of log-amplitude. From the timeldepth series of acoustic data, depth-lagged covariance and temporal spectral 
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estimates are calculated. For all estimates, a mean is removed from the data and a 10% cosine data taper is appl~ed to the 
ends of the time series for calculating spectra. 

4.3 Forward model comparison 
An obvious test of our procedure IS to treat the forward problem: usmg the theory of Section 3 with the medlum 

spectra of Section 2, how well are the log-amplitude fluctuations described by theory? Using data from receivers 
separated by 4 m over the vertlcal aperture, the depth lagged frequency co-spectra are estimated for several separations 
and displayed in Fig. 1 along with theory. The values of the co-spectra at each frequency decrease as separation increases, 
going negative for depth separations greater than 8 m. We note that the data generally have less energy near the lnert~al 
frequency,~,  , than predicted by theory (note that the frequency is scaled by a,) T h ~ s  1s a result of two things. First, 
resolution of the inert~al frequency depends upon the length of the tlme serles We chose to end the slmulat~on at 128 
hours for practical reasons. Second, there 1s a defic~t of low wave numbers In the internal wave s~mulat~on, a problem 
needing further invest~gatlon Overall, however, the dataltheory comparison IS quite good. 

- 
_f_ - - -.- - 
u 

1 frequency/(inertial frequency) 10 

zero lag 
4 m  
8 m 
12 m 

Figure 1 The depth lagged frequency co-spectrum of log-amplitude at 6 kHz. For this forward comparison, theory 
parameters are < pi  >= 3.5 . Io-', j* = 1 , and p = q = 2. The frequency is scaled by the inertial frequency, w, = 0.0541 
cph. 

Integrating the curves in Figure 1 over frequency gives the depth covariance function of log-amplitude. T h ~ s  is 
compared with theory in Figure 2. The data have a slightly lower variance at zero lag probably Indicating a need to carry 
our simulation farther In time and to lower wave numbers as mentioned above Data and theory compare well for almost 
all lags away from zero. 

- theory - data 

Figure 2. The covariance of log-amplitude with lag in depth. Theory is shown solid, simulated data as dashed with 
circles. Theory parameters are as in Fig. I .  



4.4 Inverse model comparisons 
A nonlinear least-squares optimizer [lo] is used to invert theory and obtain the model parameters. It should be 

emphasized that while a discrete mode representation is used to generate the internal wave field, the inversion seeks the 
parameters of a continuous spectral representation; we thus avoid the "inverse crime" of  using exactly the same model to 
both synthesize data and do the inversion [I I]. Because of the relatively short lags used here, along with the fact that 
shallow water internal waves appear to be low-mode, it is difficult to solve for all parameters. An inverse using only the 
log amplitude frequency auto-spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. It was shown in (16) that the contributions from < pi > and 
j, are not easily separated for this measurement. By assuming p=2, a two parameter estimation is done for 9,: and q. 

The estimate for the product < > j* is then inferred from the two estimated parameters using (5). Parameter values 
obtained are < p i  > j. = (3 k2).  10" and q = 2 . 0 4 k  0.07. The values are quite close to those Input to the simulations 
and the theoryldata comparison In Flgure 3 is excellent The error In <pi > j* 1s a reflect~on ot the fact that the 
parameters are not Independent Further work 1s needed on developing an Inversion scheme that decreases this 
dependence For thls case, and those In Flgs. 1 and 2, data averaged over all e~ght  range sllces are used The same Inverse 
as that shown In F~gure 3 was repeated using a slngle receiver's output Parameter value? near those of Flgure 3 were 
obta~ned ind~catlng that a slngle recelver lnverslon IS poss~ble w~th measurements made over SIX inertial perlods The 
errors, however, were large 

- fit - data 

frequency (cph) 

Figure 3. 6 kHz log-amplitude spectrum obtained from a 128 h simulated time serles and an average of eight separate 
depthfrange slices. A data fit from an inversion of theory is shown as solid-bold. 

5. Discussion 
There are important ~mplications for oceanograph~c research In these results When convent~onal Rytov theory is 

val~d, we have shown that one can obtaln Integral scale measurements of subsets of the four Internal wave parameters 
uslng stochastic Inverse methodology. In tlme varying Internal wave fields, t h ~ s  glves a mechanism to obtaln model 
parameters for the weakly non-stationary, and possrbly lntermlttent shallow water Internal wave processes 

We have considered a very simple inversion using only the log amplitude of the field. A single transmitter mooring 
located an appropriate distance from a single receiver mooring will provide estimates of < Fi > j* and the fundamental 
power law parameter q. Such an experiment would be simple to implement and relatively inexpensive. Adding more 
receivers in the vertical adds redundancy and also potentially allows one to obtain the other power law parameter, p. It is 
a simple matter to add a few temperature sensors to the moorings, and obtain > directly, thus providing the 
oceanographer with the four (possibly time varying) parameters of the internal wave field. Clearly, if phase or phase 
difference measurements are added to the moorings, then further redundancy in the parameter estimates is obtained. It is 
extremely important to note that the method provides these parameters from a horizontal scale equal to the transmission 
range, thus, an integral or averaged measurement of the stochastic parameters. 

There is a possible caveat. We have assumed, in order to apply the conventional Rytov approximation, that the 
acoustic transmission range is large compared to the integral scale of the medium. In shallow water we find that p is very 
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small, so the internal waves are thin in depth and large in the horizontal. Thus, the theory may have to be modified if the 
conditions for Rytov are not met. This is a research issue. A second research issue is the extension of the formalism to 
include ray curvature. This curvature could invalidate conventional Rytov theory due to thin nature of shallow water 
internal waves. 
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